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Yang Mi has  severed her relationship with Versace. Image credit: Versace

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Aug. 12:

Douglas Elliman hires former Barneys exec as vice president of marketing

Brokerage Douglas Elliman has named Stephanie Garbarini as its new vice president of marketing, tapping into her
expertise at brand building.

Click here to read the entire article

Parmigiani joins Mr Porter in ecommerce push

Online retailer Mr Porter is expanding its timepiece offerings with the addition of Swiss watchmaker Parmigiani
Fleurier.

Click here to read the entire article

Neiman Marcus faces another suit over MyTheresa move

Retail group Neiman Marcus is being sued by one of its  bond trustees over its transfer of subsidiary MyTheresa.

Click here to read the entire article

Four Seasons takes Philadelphia hospitality to new heights

Hospitality brand Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is expanding into Philadelphia, PA with a new hotel situated in
the top floors of the city's tallest building.

Click here to read the entire article

Versace, Givenchy pull products after China pushback
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Fashion labels Versace and Givenchy are apologizing after their T -shirt designs received backlash in China.

Click here to read the entire article

Prada presents commitment to sustainability in film project

Italian fashion company Prada Group is touting its commitment to sustainability in a new collaborative project.

Click here to read the entire article

Click here to read the morning newsletter

Webinar on Aug. 21: "Property and Furnishings: How to Hit a Home Run"
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